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This book is well structured and visually very appealing with
photos and insets making the book a delight to read. For anyone
considering growing plants organically this book is a must.
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This is a ‘no-frills’ reference book on vernacular names
and uses of useful Zambian plants. It is written by a
Methodist minister who spent 8 years in Zambia, mainly
among the Ila people. It is claimed that he first became
interested in ethnobotany when he learned that the Ila
language has over 740 words for trees and shrubs. The book
started as a couple of appendices in a dictionary of Ila Usage
1860–1960, published in 2000. It was then expanded into a
paper, Traditional Ila plant remedies from Zambia, published
in Kirkia 18 (19): 35–48 in 2002, and has since developed
into the present comprehensive botanical work. Thus it has
come to be the first comprehensive list of Zambian vernacular
plant names, derived from many referenced sources that are
linked with up to date scientific names. This is a substantial
undertaking as there are more than 70 languages used
in Zambia. In addition to a short introduction dealing with the
methodology, spelling and pronunciation, the book includes
six parts which essentially list the relevant information:
- Families and species with local names and plant uses;
- Species without local plant names, with uses;
- Local names of plants not yet identified, with uses;
- Local names linked with scientific names;
- Ailments and remedies; and
- Index of plants mentioned in this work (with older synonyms).
I am unfamiliar with Zambian plant use so it is not possible
for me to judge how comprehensive the information is, but
overall about 8180 examples of plant uses are included. With
the backing of Dr Paul Smith and Kew, Royal Botanical
Gardens it is safe to assume that the botanical nomenclature is
up to date. It is good to see southern African vernacular plant
names receiving some attention. Such detailed and accurate
vernacular name lists are invaluable to field researchers. This
ethnobotanical list will be of interest to anyone who is involved
in research on southern African, in particular Zambian, plants
and their uses. This book will be of great value to a wide range
of people, including botanists, conservationists, foresters,
agriculturalists, ethnopharmacologists, teachers, students and
those interested in lexicography.
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